This article suggests an approach to economic-geographic quantification that is relevant to engaging the socionatural blurring of an Anthropocene. It develops representations of commodities and of economies that draw upon concepts of absolute, relative, and relational space to help move beyond legacies of the Nature-Society divide in economic-geographic thought. To supplement familiar ways of knowing commodities as bounded objects with associated single values (prices), the piece rereads input-output approaches, providing accounts of how commodities enfold relations among socionatural phenomena. It quantifies and maps the activities and flows of the global economy in 2007 in terms of their embodied carbon emissions, labor times, and harvested land areas alongside their monetary values. Comparing the perspectives that result, it identifies empirical and theoretical challenges that a political-industrial ecology could help address.
Introduction
To call for a political-industrial ecology is to invite conversations between two diverse fields, industrial and political ecology (Newell and Cousins, 2014) . A political-industrial ecology offers new means through which materiality, meaning-making, and power can be acknowledged in our understandings of contemporary ecologies. What might a political-industrial ecology contribute to spatial and synthetic understandings of material phenomena? This article advocates that one possibility would be for a political-industrial ecology to develop quantitative representations of commodities and of economies that draw upon geographic concepts of absolute, relative, and relational space, helping move beyond legacies of the Nature-Society divide in economicgeographic thought.
But what sorts of new quantitative knowledges about commodities and economies might we even imagine, much less wish to pursue? Not without reason, prices and money currently play important roles in the ways we narrate phenomena and order our worlds. Invoking GDP lets us know the relative 'sizes' of territorial economies. In the process, many economies of the global South come to be viewed to be 'small', with many of the North becoming 'large', especially when expressed in per capita terms. For those inside, or concerned with, a capitalist firm, it makes eminent good sense to pay attention to quantities measured in price terms, for the health of the balance sheet and the survival of the firm depend on them.
Certainly, geographic critiques of economism are not lacking, as I engage below. Many constructive more-than-quantitative narratives have been offered as supplements and alternatives. With respect to unpacking commodities in particular, multi-sited commodity ethnographic approaches have traced out socionatural entanglements to commodities far beyond what could be known through commodity prices or even through traditional conceptions of economic relations.
Efforts to foster a suitably expansive notion of the common good might nonetheless benefit from broadening what we expect out of economic geographic quantification as well. We should choose a strategy that is complementary to aforementioned more-than-quantitative approaches to knowing commodities (and economies and ecologies, more generally). As industrial ecologists among many others are aware, we do now also know commodities quantitatively through life-cycle analysis and ecological footprinting. Still, even for geographers, it is rare that such measures are positioned or allowed to fundamentally transform the central discourses of economic representation, which still rely on numbers expressed in price terms and are intensive properties located within an absolute space.
Here, I offer interwoven theoretical and empirical contributions. Theoretically, the piece attempts to establish a general approach to quantitatively representing economic phenomena in terms of how their coming into existence embodies and enfolds multiple (types of) events in a myriad of interconnected places. It does so by bringing a geographical attention to absolute, relative, and relational space into conversation with the mathematical methods of interregional input-output analysis. Between the messy networks of socionatural encounters that led to a particular commodity or economic formation and the single numbers that offer simplifications of such networks (e.g., ecological footprint or price), there lie opportunities for theoretical and empirical contributions by relational mathematical approaches. In an era more often focused on finding the right single number or composite index by which to know phenomena through association (e.g., placing prices on natures), I suggest a plural approach to knowing commodities and economies through multiple quantifications associated with multiple conceptions of space.
The other contribution is anchored in empirical results. To illustrate and guide the theoretical contributions mentioned above, I calculate and map several alternative quantifications for global economic phenomena in recent times. Focusing on geographical imaginaries of international trade as a starting point, I offer comparisons between the global economic geographies evoked when we accept an intensive measure such as price for commodity flows versus when we use relational quantitative methods to find how those commodities embody carbon, land area harvested, or labor time. The economic geographies of global trade from these different perspectives have received varying degrees of attention independently, from considerable (in the case of carbon emissions) to very little (in the case of labor time), but I argue it is important to study more than one of these perspectives at the same time. The results of the calculations presented here are not limited to the example application to international trade, being vastly more intricate than can be exhausted by the summary measures and maps I have space to offer. Many research approaches at various scales that would have known economic phenomena through terms of price could be adapted to study the economy as a morethan-price phenomenon.
The article therefore offers a point of departure, not only for the comparative reconsideration of past research (in economic geography and related fields) that was conducted using terms of monetary price. It also offers entry into a set of parallel or even hybrid realms of future inquiry, in which the quantitative elements of economic-geographic scholarship are not only attentive to the terms and dynamics of the capitalist space economy, but can better contextualize those terms within more-than-human dynamics of the Anthropocene.
Economic-geographic quantification and its discontents
Critiques of economic quantification within geography and related fields are longstanding, substantial, and diverse. Economic quantification has tended to center around knowing an economy through collecting, transforming, aggregating, and analyzing the types of numbers that market exchange readily provides. Challenges to such practices are varied, including those that are epistemological, ontological, political, social, ecological and/or institutional in nature. Some argue that economic quantification should be extended beyond the realms to which it is presently applied, others argue that it should be supplemented, and still others critique it for its close connections to the reproduction of (undesirable) contemporary economic relations. Given many such possible directions, I must focus below on engaging those that are most relevant to the project I propose.
Market exchange values elide those phenomena that are not a part of the market, such as subsistence production and also, often, the work of care. In response, is housework to be waged (Federici, 2012) ? Is it to be narrated, even valorized, through other approaches (Pavlovskaya, 2004) ? What about more-thancapitalist economic relations (Gibson-Graham, 2006) ? What about the manners in which the more-than-human world is produced as resources and is (or is not) priced (Lane, 2014)? Monetary prices, if not based on exchange values that have been validated in the market historically, may be estimated through contemporary market transactions of qualitatively similar products. Given that equivalence is complex, especially in the realm of imperfectly equivalent commodities such as land or many contemporary financial assets, modeled prices have increasing social acceptance as well (Bridge, 2011; Williams, 2009 ). Individuals associated with environmental economics or life-cycle analysis may be more inclined to support various forms of green or 'full-cost' accounting (see Pincetl, 2012) . Some researchers argue that capitalism not only does not pay its own way, but that it cannot do so and survive as such (Moore, 2015) . Debates around economic quantification thus reach into the heart of capitalist and anti-capitalist politics, unmasking the ideological commonsense of our era by exploring its contradictions.
Quantitative supplements and alternatives to price, or exchange value, have a long history in economic thought and have flourished in recent times. The classical political economists and their critics, especially Ricardo and Marx, debated the relevance of the amount of labor necessary in the production of a commodity to its exchange value (Farjoun and Machover, 1983; Sheppard and Barnes, 1990) . Geographers have examined both empirically and theoretically how international trade results in the unequal exchange of socially necessary labor time (Barnes, 1985; Webber and Foot, 1984) . Such results have often been offered in the context of debates within political economy, but they are equally of importance to broader understandings of the spatial relations of global economic geography outside of any particular interest in how they relate to price: under globalization, who works for whom, where, and how? At the intersection of economic geography and ecological economics, scholars have also long pursued a parallel set of inquiries into the energy embodiments of economic activities and flows (Hall and Klitgaard, 2012; Lonergan, 1988) . Although with important nuances differentiating them, researchers have also constituted concepts around, and examined empirically, how a number of other phenomena are embodied in economic activity and exchange: 'virtual water' flows (Allan, 2003) , ecological footprints (Wackernagel and Rees, 1998), carbon embodiments (Bergmann, 2013; Davis and Caldeira, 2010) , human appropriations of net primary productivity (Erb et al., 2009), and land use (Bergmann and Holmberg, 2016; Henders and Ostwald, 2014) . Such alternative economic calculuses can be used to supplement price. But they can also be used by those who aspire to perfect the price mechanisms of markets, as in environmental pricing reforms such as carbon taxes.
In this piece, I explore a different interpretation of such quantifications and their ends. Let us consider what happens if these other quantities are dimensions of the economy, considered in some sense co-equal to quantifications of exchange value. Instead of treating such numbers as the associated distal environmental (and social) impacts associated with particular commodities-commodities understood first and foremost within an economic discourse that centers prices and the market-we expand the notion of 'economy' in economic quantification. Here, numbers such as carbon and labor embodiments are not merely seen as separate alternatives to a monetary price each studied in their own scholarly discourses addressing and all reinforcing notion of 'the economic' rooted on the social side of a Nature/Society divide. Below, all such socionatural perspectives on economic phenomena are instead simultaneously positioned to be understood as interrelated until demonstrated otherwise.
There are several forms of ontological reductionism at the heart of economic quantification. There is the matter of associating a number with an object. Many critiques of such quantification
